Introduction
Protein tyrosine phosphatases (PTP) are signaling enzymes responsible for the regulations of multifarious cellular processes, including cell growth, differentiation, metabolism, progression through the cell cycle, the immune response, cell migration, cell -cell communication, ion channel activity, gene transcription, as well as apoptosis/survival decisions (Hunter, 1995) . Defective regulation of PTP1B activity may cause aberrant tyrosine phosphorylation, thus leading to the development of cancers and diabetes (Tonks et al., 1988) .
Protein tyrosine phosphatases 1B (PTP1B) is a prototypical member of the PTP family, which is considered as a major negative regulator of both insulin-and leptinsimulated signal transduction (Kenner et al., 1996; Byon et al., 1998; Cook and Unger, 2002a,b; Appiah and Kennedy, 2003; Cheng and Tremblay, 2004) . Previous studies have revealed that the lack of PTP1B can enhance insulin sensitivity, improve glycaemic control, and resist to high fat diet-induced obesity (Elchebly et al., 1999; Klaman et al., 2000) . Besides, using PTP1B antisense oligonucleotides to treat diabetic mice could reduce the PTP1B expression level, and subsequently normalize blood glucose, finally improving insulin sensitivity (Zinker et al., 2002; Gum et al., 2003) . It is suggested that PTP1B inhibitors may enhance insulin and leptin sensitivity and act as effective therapeutics for type II diabetes, insulin resistance, as well as obesity. Therefore, PTP1B has been an attractive drug target for type II diabetes and obesity (Johnson et al., 2002) .
Full-length PTP1B contains 435 amino acids and constitutes the major cellular form. But a shorter 298-or 321-residue variant is widely used for biochemical investigations (Barford et al., 1994; Jia et al., 1995) . In order to identify the different regions in PTP1B, the original definitions given by Kamerlin and his coworkers are maintained (Kamerlin et al., 2007) , as illustrated in Fig. 1 . PTP1B contains two aryl phosphate-binding sites, i.e. a high-affinity catalytic site and a low-affinity non-catalytic site. The latter is demarcated by Arg24 and Arg254. It has been suggested that a compound simultaneously occupying both of the two aryl phosphatebinding sites may be a potent and selective PTP1B inhibitor (Puius et al., 1997) . Iversen and his coworkers demonstrated that this is indeed a viable approach to obtain highly potent and selective PTP1B inhibitors (Iversen et al., 2001) . Recently, Wilson and his coworkers have developed a series of novel PTP1B inhibitors, two of which are considered as the most potent and selective PTP1B inhibitors so far, as shown in the lower part of Fig. 1 (Wilson et al., 2007) .
Computational approaches, such as structural bioinformatics (Chou, 2004a,b) , molecular docking (Chou et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2006; Gao et al., 2007; Li et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2008) , Monte Carlo-simulated annealing approach (Chou, 1992) , quantitative structure -activity relationship (Dea-Ayuela et al., 2008; Du et al., 2008; Prado-Prado et al., 2008) , protein subcellular location prediction (Chou and Shen, 2007a; Chou and Shen, 2008) , protein cleavage site prediction (Chou, 1993 (Chou, ,1996 Shen and Chou, 2008) and signal peptide prediction (Chou and Shen, 2007b; Shen and Chou, 2007) can provide very useful timely information to stimulate basic research and drug development. The present study was initiated in an attempt to investigate the structural factors responsible for the high potency and selectivity of PTP1B inhibitors, INTA and INTB, by means of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. To realize this, 10 ns MD simulations were simultaneously performed on the PTP1B complexed with INTA and INTB, and the PTP1B uncomplexed with inhibitors. Our objective is to analyze the interactions between the enzyme and inhibitors in hope to reveal the powerful inhibition and high selective recognition mechanism. The similar approaches have also been used to investigate CYP2C19 (Wang et al., 2007b) and its single nucleotide polymorphisms (Wang et al., 2008) , as well as xylose reductase (Wang et al., 2007a) , providing timely useful insights for both basic research and drug development in the relevant areas.
Materials and methods
Since the paper entitled 'The Biological Functions of Low-Frequency Phonons' (Chou and Chen, 1977) was published, many follow-up studies and evidences have indicated that studies of low-frequency (or terahertz frequency) collective motions in proteins and DNA hold a very high potential to reveal the profound dynamic mechanisms of many marvelous biological functions in biological systems (Chou, 1983a,b; Chou, 1984a,b,c; Chou, 1985 Chou, , 1987 Chou, , 1988 Chou, , 1989a Chou et al., 1981; Chou and Kiang, 1985; Chou et al., 1989 Chou et al., , 1994 Chou et al., , 2001 Zhou, 1989; Martel, 1992; Sinkala, 2006; Gordon, 2007 Gordon, , 2008 . In view of this, to really understand the inhibition mechanism of PTP1B by its inhibitors, we should consider not only the static structures concerned but also the dynamical information obtained by simulating their interactions through a dynamic process.
Simulation models
The X-ray crystal structures of PTP1B complexed with inhibitors INTA and INTB at 2.15 Å resolutions, with PDB codes 2QBP and 2QBQ, respectively, were used to construct the initial models for MD simulations (Wilson et al., 2007) . As mentioned above, for facilitating comparison, the X-ray crystal structure of PTP1B (PDB code 2HNP), which is uncomplexed with any inhibitor (Barford et al., 1994) was involved as well. All these crystal structures were obtained from the Protein Data Bank at Brookhaven (Berman et al., 2000) .
Molecular dynamics simulations
All the MD simulations in our studies were performed by GROMACS 3.3.1 (Berendsen et al., 1995) in the periodic boundary conditions with GORMACS96 43a2 force fields. The topology files, force field parameters, as well as charges for inhibitors INTA and INTB were generated by the online program PRODRG (van Aalten et al., 1996) . Before beginning simulations, all the models were solvated with the explicit simple point charge (SPC) water embedded in the simulation boxes. In order to neutralize the systems, six sodium ions were added to replace six SPC water molecules. Subsequently, all the systems investigated were subjected to a steepest descent energy minimization until reaching a tolerance of 100 kJ/mol. After the solvent molecules were equilibrated with the fixed protein at 310 K for a while, the entire system was gradually relaxed and heated up to 310 K. Finally, 10 ns MD simulations were performed under the normal temperature and pressure with coupling time constant 1.0 ps. The isothermal compressibility was set at 4.5 Â 10 25 / bar for water simulations. All the MD simulations were performed with a time step of 2 fs, and the coordinates were saved every 1 ps.
Results and discussion

Molecular dynamics trajectory analysis
The stabilities for the inhibitor-complexed systems PTP1B -INTA and PTP1B -INTA, and the inhibitor-uncomplexed system PTP1B are reflected by the total energies. Their values versus the simulation time are shown in Fig.2A . As we can see from Fig. 2A , the total energy is slightly decreased with the simulation time for each of the three systems investigated. The root mean square deviation (RMSD) from the initial structure is a central criterion used to measure the convergence of the protein system concerned. For PTP1B -INTA, PTP1B -INTA and PTP1B, their RMSD values versus the simulation time illustrated in Fig. 2B , from which we can see that the RMSD for the uncomplexed PTP1B is a little larger than the complexed PTP1B -INTA and PTP1B -INTA, indicating that the flexibility of PTP1B was decreased after the inhibitors binding to the protein. It can also be seen from the fluctuation magnitudes of the gyration radius for the three protein systems, as demonstrated in Fig. 2C . To investigate these motions, the RMS fluctuations (RMSF) for all the backbone atoms have been computed, as displayed in Fig. 2D , and the average values of RMSF for the highlighted regions are described in Table I . WPD-Loop attracts most of our sights for its remarkable flexibility. It is indicated by the crystallographic studies that WPD-Loop has two conformations (Barford et al., 1994) . In order to characterize the conformational state of WPD-Loop for any given structure, the distance between the backbone carbonyl oxygen of Trp179 and the nitrogen of the guanidinium moiety of Arg221 has been selected as a criterion for their hydrogen bonding important for mediating WPD-Loop closure (Kamerlin et al., 2007) . For comparison, the aforementioned distance for the PTP1B structures from the Protein Data Bank has been calculated, indicating that the distance in the open state is about 4.15 -5.22 Å , while that in the closed state is 2.35 -3.19 Å , as shown in Fig. 3A , where for facilitating comparison, the distances for the complexed PTP1B -INTA and PTP1B -INTB systems are also shown. It can be clearly seen from the figure that the fluctuating magnitude in PTP1B is much smaller than those in PTP1B -INTA and PTP1B -INTB, indicating that the WPD-Loop is in the closed state upon the binding by the inhibitor.
Principal component analysis
In order to investigate the significant motions in PTP1B -INTA, PTP1B -INTA and PTP1B, the covariance matrix for the coordinates of C a atoms was calculated and the essential dynamics analysis was used to analyze and interpret the data. By diagonalizing the covariance matrix, the anharmonic and large-scale motions of PTP1B are isolated from the harmonic and small-scale motions because the anharmonic and large-scale motions in a protein are often correlated to its biological functions (Chou and Chen, 1977; Chou, 1988 Chou, , 1989a .
The number of eigenvalues used for the covariance matrix of PTP1B was 834, while that for the covariance matrix of PTP1B -1NTA or PTP1B -1NTB was 891. It was found that the first 50 eigenvectors represent at least 82% of the total fluctuating motions: 92% for the uncomplexed PTP1B, 82% for the PTP1B -INTA complex and 84% for the PTP1B -INTB complex, and that the first 10 eigenvectors represent at least 64% of the total motions: 73% for the uncomplexed PTP1B, 64% for the complexed PTP1B -INTA or PTP1B -INTB, which is similar to the results obtained by previous theoretical calculations (Peters et al., 2000; Liu et al., 2006) . However, only the first four eigenvectors can represent at least 50% of the total positional fluctuating motions in all the three protein systems. As a showcase, the displacements of the components of the first four eigenvectors for the uncomplexed PTP1B and the complexed PTP1B -INTA and PTP1B -INTB are illustrated in Fig. 4 . Table I . The average root mean square fluctuations (Å ) of all backbone atoms of the regions marked in Fig. 1 
Molecular dynamics studies on PTP1B
For the PTP1B -INTA-complexed system, the significant fluctuations were observed in the region of the residues 9 -16, 59-63, 84 -97, 118-142, 109-120, 154-173, 200-212, 234-250 and 282 -300 while for the PTP1B -INTB, in the region of the residues 9 -21, 58 -71, 109 -134, 159-172, 192-209 and 282-299. These residues are mainly localized in the loop regions of PTP1B, such as WPD-Loop (Thr177 -Pro185), S-Loop (Ser201 -Gly209), P-Loop (active site) and R-Loop (Val113 -Ser118). Likewise, the significant fluctuating motions were also observed in these regions for the uncomplexed PTP1B system. However, compared with the complexed systems, the fluctuations in the uncomplexed system for the region of residues 174 -187 have decreased sharply. This is mainly because these residues perch in WPD-Loop that moves towards the inhibitor and forms hydrophobic interactions with it. This may also be caused by the typical loop motions occurring in a much longer time scale (Kempner, 1993; Wade et al., 1993; Falzone et al., 1994; Wade et al., 1994; Philippopoulos et al., 1995; Williams and MacDermoot, 1995) . In contrast, the fluctuations of the complexed systems in the region of residues 110 -120 and 200-210 are slightly more intense than those of the uncomplexed system, indicating that S-Loop and R-loop have special conformational motions around the inhibitor binding site.
Interactions in the active site
To explore interactions between PTP1B and its inhibitors, the energy contributions of van der Waals energies and short-range electrostatic energies were computed, as shown in Fig. 3B . Meanwhile, the interactions of INTA and INTB with solvents are shown in Fig. 3C . It can be seen from Fig. 3B that the van der Waals energies (dotted curve line) for PTP1B with inhibitors INTA and INTB are approximately on average 2144 kJ/mol and 291.7 kJ/mol, respectively. However, the corresponding short-range electrostatic energies (solid curve line) are 2463 kJ/mol and 2370 kJ/ mol, respectively, suggesting that the electrostatic interactions play a more significant role than the van der Waals interactions. This is because the microenvironment around the binding pocket of PTP1B is positively charged, preferring negative-charge inhibitors (Peters et al., 2000) . However, as shown in Fig. 3C , the short-range electrostatic energies between the solvent and INTA or INTB are lower than their van der Waals interaction energies, consistent with the previous studies (Peters et al., 2000) .
To investigate the hydrogen bonding interactions between PTP1B and its inhibitors during the simulating process, the numbers of hydrogen bonds for PTP1B with INTA and INTB are shown in Fig. 3D , from which we can see that the number of hydrogen bonds were changing between 4 and 8 (Gonzalez-Diaz et al., 2007; Gonzalez-Diaz and Prado-Prado, 2008; Santana et al., 2008; Garcia et al., 2009; Prado-Prado et al., 2009) . The corresponding detailed information was given in Table II . Graphical expression can often increase the intuitive visibility (Chou, 1989b; and hence help analyze complicated systems. In view of this, a close view of the interaction modes for INTA and INTB with PTP1B is graphically provided in Fig. 5 . For both INTA and INTB, the active sites are occupied by their thiophene moieties. By monitoring the distances of key atoms along the MD trajectories, the interactions have been gained between the thiophene moiety of inhibitors and the residues in the active site. A large hydrogen bond network has been found between the oxygen atoms of the thiophene moiety and the residues in the active site, such as Ser216, Ala217, Gly218, Ile219 and Arg221. In addition, it is found that Phe182 has p-p interactions with both INTA and INTB that are responsible for recognizing the substrate and stabilizing the complexed structure.
Interactions in the second aryl phosphate-binding site
As reported by Wilson (Wilson et al., 2007) , the inhibitor INTA can fully occupy both of the two aryl phosphate binding sites, with the thiophene moiety at the active site and the benzylsulfonamide moiety at the second binding site. As shown in Fig. 5A , one of the sulfonyl oxygens forms hydrogen bonds with the backbone amides of Leu260, and the other oxygens have water-mediated hydrogen bonding interactions with Arg24 and Arg254, which is considered as the reasons why INTA has high potency and selectivity. Different from INTA, the inhibitor INTB does not fully occupy the second phosphate-binding site and hence has fewer hydrogen bond interactions with PTP1B. However, a strong van der Waals interaction can be found between the methyl groups of INTB and Met258 of the enzyme, which is reported as the key factor for the binding affinity (Wilson et al., 2007) . These van der Waals interactions may compensate for the loss of the hydrogen bond interactions in the second aryl phosphate-binding site. In addition, the methyl groups can nicely fill the hydrophobic hole next to Met258. These may be the reasons why the two inhibitors have similar potency.
Conclusion
Owing to its special functions, PTP1B is an important target for drug development against cancer, diabetes and obesity. In this study, the 10 ns MD simulations on the uncomplexed PTP1B system and the complexed PTP1B -INTA and PTP1B -INTB systems were performed with an attempt to reveal the action mechanism between the enzyme and its inhibitors. Based on the trajectory analysis obtained by the MD simulations, the following phenomena were observed. 
